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ABSTRACT

Unrecognized learning disabilities in adulthood can
also be viewed as concepts fundamental to change. These disabilities
may include: (1) not being able to make appropriate choices and
decisions; (2) not utilizing strategies such as checking things out
to
',Al people, and monitoring one's own performance; (3) not being able
to transfer learning from one activity to the next; (4) not being
able to break tasks into small parts; and (5) not choosing a
successful work context. These unrecognized learning disabilities in
young adulthood may interfere with the primary life tasks of adults
such as choosing and beginning employment, marriage, and family
support. Building on previous childhood difficulties with learning to
read, write, spell, do arithmetic, or other school subjects only
compounds these disabilities. The best definitica for a person with
learning disabilities, once he or she moves out of school and into
adulthood, is a person who cannot change his or her behavior through
experience despite an average or better intelligence. The
unrecognized learning disabilities in adulthood can be translated
into instructional sequences fundamental to change and success.
Instructional programs which address transfer, decisionmaking, and
task analysis could be made a part of experimental work settings such
as at continuing education centers and community programs.
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ABSTRACT

The unrecognized learning dA.sabilities in adulthood can also
be viewed as concepts fundamental to change. These disabilities
may include: (1) not being able to make appropriate choices
and deoisions; (2) not utilizing strategies such as checking

things out with people, and monitoring one's own performance;
(3) not being able to transfer learning from one ax activity to
the next; (4) not being able to break tasks into small parts;
and (5) not choosing a successful work context. These unrecognized

learning disabilities in young adulthood may interfere ith
the primary life tasks of adults such as choosin'3 and beginning
employment, marriage, and fa mily support.

Building on

!:)2:0\7 tOUS

childhood difficulties with learning to read, write, spell,
do arithmetic, or other school subjects only compounds these
disabilities. The best definition for a person with learning
disabilities, once he or, she moves out of school and into adulthood,
is one who cannot change his or her beha-aior through experience

despite an average or better intelligence, The unrecognized
learning disabilities in adulthood can be translated into
instructional sequences fundamental to change and success.
These programs could be made a part of experiemental work settings

such as at continuing education centers and community pro- rams,
so that no person fails who wants to change his behaviors.

INTRODUCTTON

The unrecognized learning disabilities in. adulthood
can
_

als, be viewed as concepts fundamental
to change. These disabilities

may include: (1)

and decisions;

not being able to make appropri

choices

(2) not utilizing strategies such as checking

things out with people, and monitoring one's own perftrmance;
(3) not being able to transfer learning frog= one activity

to

the next;

(4) not being able to break tasks into small

and (5) not: choosing a successful work context.

learning di_sabili.ties

parts;

These unrecogni7:ed

in young adulthood may interfere with

the primary life to AS of adults such a=z choosing and beyinning
employment, marriage, and family support.

Building on previous

childhood difficulties with le
r
learning
to read, write, spell,
do arithmetic, or other school subjects
only compounds these
disabilities.

Tnstructional secences for children with learning

disabilities tyically focus
problem areas since it

the aforementioned presenting

is the job of (Mil( ren to go to school

and master reading, writing, spelling, and
arithmetic behaviors.

Therefore, it is assumed that when a young person has reached
adulthood he or she will be ready to perform adult tasks.

Success

as an adult is often presupposed by success during the school
years.

For children with learning disabilities who have struggled

to acquire even the moLt basic school skills these assumptions
cannot be made.
Because of this, perhaps the best definition

for a person with learning disabilities, once he or she moves
out of school and into adulthood, is one who cannot change his
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or her behavior through e cperience despite an average or better
intelligence.

It is to the learning disabled adult's advantage

that there is a contemporary recognition that development is
neither complete nor fixed by sirup
having one's twenty-first
birthday.

In fact, an individual's most significant development

stages may yet lie before him or her in the form of vocational
and career choices, adjustment to rparriage, parenting, arid

even

the final stage of human development, dealing with ones own
as well as others nortality.

When one considers this long view

of development, it is not: difficult t.o see how learning disabilities

in adulthood can negatively impact the ovetNchelming demands

that relationships and jobs may _lace on persons who cannot
change their behaviors through experience and who have throucjntout
their:' lives experienced difficulties making choices and decisioni:,

utilizing strategies, transferring learning from one
to the next, and structuring tasks in a successful work context.

FVERY YEAR - 120,000 LWrING DTSABLED WILTS
According to the 1977 Bureau of Census, there are 16,000,0n0

young persons enrolled in our nation's high schools.

A ixInimum

of 3% of this population are designated as young adu3h-1 with
learning disabilities.

This means that every year at least

120,000 learning disabled adults drop out or "graduate from
our high schools.
For most of these former students, there
is literally no place to go and little or nothing for them to

do because most work stations expect "employees" to be ready

3

to produce productive behviot
training.

with minimal orientation and

This view is in sharp contrast to the often

bliciv;ed

profiles of ;neat men who were learning disabled, but went on
to make

7;nifica

contributions dor

9 they r 3 ifetinles.

numbered

ancony these are: Leonardo di Vinci, George S. Patton, Thomas
Edison, Woodrow 4

son, Winston Churchil:, Rang Christian Anderson,

Agusute Rodin and Albert Einstein.
'reat nen were various
and "backward"

r

As children, all of these

described as *ineducable", "dull",

As adults they all went on to make significant

coatributions within the context

f their individual

strenths.

Perhaps it: could be said that these eight
persons also have
in common that they are unlike the many hundreds of thousands

of young adults with learning disa ilities who struggle on
day to day basis to keep their jobs and their
persona) rela

c)nshi

from coming apart and when it all likelinood will never: receive

any notoriety for their di_ mma.

Tn our contemporary society

it is even possible that many persons with diagnosed psychiatric
disorders may have as a contributing characteristic
unrecognized
learning disahi3ities.
Certainly there are individual, victories that while receiving

far less notoriety than i..he likes of Wilson,
Churchill, and
Einstein, are no less important for the positive prognosis of

each individual who wants to be productive, but who literally
cannot change his behavior through experience.

The most obvious

implicaiton for adults with learning disabilities who find themselves

not being able to hold a job or not being able to acquire the
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necessary to even 8ecure effipi yment is techin(3, which

is defined as changing behavior.

This teaching must take place

at the work station and at continuing education centers within
our communities.
Once a young adult a
raduated fro7o.
-al
educational oppor tunitie

S and experiences first hand

he difficult ies

of 'making it" in society, even in terms of the most basic wants
and needs such as owning a car, buying food, renting an apartment

or maintaining relationships, the motivation to succeea becomes
intense as well as intrinsic.

young person:: and

Rowever, as most learning

sabled

adults soon discover, while they now have

motivation and are available to learning, there are few perF;c1ns

avail abl e to teach the,D,

and try a

they migLt on their own,

they more often than nct fail to change their hehavlor.
CHANGE

The unrecogniz.ed learning disabilities in adult food can
be translated into instructional
and success.

sequences fEu

These programs could be made

a

to chan.je

1: art of expeuiental

work settings such as at continuing education centers and ')mmunity
progral4s, so that no person fails who wants to

change his

behaviors.

Making Choices and Decisions.

The concerns for young adults with learning disabilities
is not simply just making choices and decisions, but rather

viewing this as an active p rocess where individual s can make

choices and decisions that are in their own hest interest.
Many young adults with learning disabilities, particularly those

who are having trouble controlling their, tempers or who seem
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at odds with authority
s such as the "shop ft_
neee:
to be told that it is okay to have angry feelings and feel like
quittil the job without actually putting into action what they
are thinking. It is also imperative to teach young
with
learning disabilities that if someone calls and says, "Let
go out drinking", the learning disabled adult can choose to
say "No, thank you, my boss wants me to operate a piece of machinery
tomorrow'. Instruction to young people and adults vith learning

disabilities would have to include pat phrases to be rehearsed,
practiced and overlearnecl in a role playi situation so that
these words 4-an c,oule easily enough to facilitate the decision
making process when this type of situation must inevitably arise.
vuggesl ibility in childhood, even though it mav involve t!.-!rowing
rocks, is one thing, out when one considers the magnitude of
inappropriate choice
which young adults and adults are
confronted today including the use and abuse of alcohol and

drugs, then it is easy to see that some active st ,Itegy must
This includes learning to say, "No thank you".
Ut it i zing Strategies.
Children with learnin9 disabilities often do not have friends
on the playground to play with simply because they do not know
how to go up to a group of other childr, and say, "Hi, guys! What's
happening," or "Hey, can I play." As an adult. with learning
disabilities, it is no longer a matter of asking other children
to play, it is walking into an employment office or a company
and being handed a long, complicated, application form and either
be employed.

a
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turning around and walking out the door be au e it looks too
difficult or even worse, sitting clown and f i i i i g it out on
the spot complete with misspelled words, as well as capitalization

and punctuation miscues that would preclude the young adult
with learning' disabi_ities from ever c;etting a change to get

beyond the receptionist's desk.

The types

strategies that

are being recommended for a young person in this situation would
include taking the application form to a parent,

rusted teacher,

friend, or perhaps even a continuing education or adult center
in the community to receive help.

Most of ther.se forms are handed

out by clerical staff within the companies and the you

adult

with learning disab!lities can learn to simply tell the (frerk,

I am late for another appointment and
as soon as
truth,

it,

I

have filled it out."

r

will bring this back

This is NO

is enlightened self-interest and

as

stretching the
a state:ly,

it

Nay allow the young person to at least yet a charre to talk
with sonleone who will agree to evaluate him on his rrformance

in the work setting rather than on his spelling,
capitalization,

or punctuation miscues.

Strategies for working through on-the

job reading assignmen

would include having

a

friend read

the material into a tape recorder so that it can be listened
to rather than having to deal with word calling,: per se

reviewing

questions to be answered before reading cq' listening to the
tape so that the young adult with learning disabilities would
have a specific reason for reading or listening.

Community

and adult education centers could also be instrumental In helping

7

work stations

oluce fllmgtrips
vld otape a or slide prese
tins of a sequence of events which could he over learned and
mastered by t- to learnino disabled adult viwing them over and
over again as ar),propriate. 1:-'ethaps the most significant: strz) ecy
for helping young adults with lea.rning
to be
cess
is
help them ee the connection between their own experiences(

thou-, ts, feelings and ideas and the job
.o perform by av,king se
what 1 read, hear, cr v3

they aro

instructional guest S

or)

ew make sense to me?"

.

being asked
Oki

as

throu(2h

this orocens that the young adult with learning disahilities
can learn to ask for suvport
than reltainingi s. it ent only
ca the r

to

fail and receive criticism,
Transferrirtg Lea

tng

is witt in the context of trans
transferring
skill acquisition to akin. application that technol

.kj r om
ogies eoulC

play the greatest role. The most basic of these, the tai,e recorder
and the small hand held or even wrist calculator ccold be t
greatest single aids for young adults with learning disabilitie
These tools are the great equalizer in the sense that they facilita.te
a sharing of ideas and for example, the calculator virtually
eliminates the difficulty with basic addition, subtraction,
multiplication and division facts and emphasizes application
whether it is balancing a check book, shopping, or figuring
out how many gallons

of

fuel a tank will hold.

Within the next

decade small computers that ate now available commercially at
radio stores will be in places in homes in American and training

11
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activities wit 1

emphattize the importance

f

being ahle to

think

well and probleol solve by virtually elixinating
the detail work
of most mathenatical activitAes.
any public school

have. :13r(,ady

begun programs that emphasize the acquistion of these coolratter
skills and it is, therefore, imperative that curricWum

shift

front si m,ple skill

acquisition to problem solving and utilizing

the fullest potentials of young persons with
learning disabilities

so that when they become Mults they can ft )ctico in our society

using these technologie.

Perhaps the mo:It

striking exarq)le

of this concern is found in our rlew'automo iVe
where in order to lignose

car's prohlc-m thE. techni0m.n

in the computer to a 4asltboard

ece

e or under the hood

outlet and then reads the diagnostic pr

on the Tlionitor

which then refers him to a manual to r-entove and replace parts
rather than repair the ,.=s has been the case with our o7(ler
automobiles.

This

of auto mechanins

')rocc.0,-ore

riwch of the

particulFtrly in

.t°.t-s

t chnicalit;es
(letI:Med stu

or vocabulary and electri,;a1 circuitry a8 part.. today on cars
can literally nit he repaired but must be si,;.)
replaced wi th

a new part which would not require a detailed understanding
o internal function for 11 but a few cpecialists.
For adults

.ith learning disabilities we are interested in jobs

roducing

competent generalist behaviors.
Breaking Tasks r'.to Small Steps and
Working in a Successful Context

Iespite the overwhelming feelings of failure and genuine
desire to please and get a job done, once again we are confronted
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with an adult who cannot change his behavior through experiences.

In order to help learning disabled adults to succeed on job

tasks the structures of what to do first, next, and last

as

well as the basic skills for outlining should be presented for
all learning.

Tasks for outlining should be presented for all

instructional sequences.

This form of structure will not only

help a learning disabled adult move through tasks but if structured

appropriately will allow for further task analysis which leads

directly to specific criterion referenced activities and the
ultimate process of positively reinforcing success on a task
where there was initially confusion and fear of failure.

Even

a simple technique such as asking yourself, "What am I going

to do first, what will I do next, and what will T do isst,

"

in terms of organizing and planning activities will result in
some positive behavior improvement.

This self-monitoring device

will at least allow the learning disabled adult to make the
Important decision about whether to proceed because the skills

are available, or ask for help in a specific area and receive

support rather than being overwhelmed by the complete task,

which more often than not results in inactivitiy on the part
of the adult with learning disabilities.

This inactivity is

usually referred to as a lack of motivation when in fact it
is not that at all but rather a skill deficit basic to beginning

a task, deciding what the steps are, and then being able to
produce those behaviors.

Working in steps on an hour to hour,

day by day basis also provides the learning disabled adult with

.."1".-
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routine and predictability in events such as meals and other
chores and personal needs.

Without these guideposts for daily

living many persons with learning disabilities become anxious

and often these anxieties are translated into inappropriate
motor behavior or hyperactivity.

As with most younger, persons

these problems can be eliminated with planning in small steps
and by recording for reference what to do first, next, and last,
perhaps on a chart kept in a personal p3ace.
FINAL THOUGHT
There will he fewer unsuccessro3 ad07ts with

learning;

ities if we can work in our hones, schools, and

towards understanding that

it

i.s

disabil-

conlmuniti es

the final product of human

development, the productive adult that we should be roost concerned
with and herein lies our greatest challenges, not only for children
who will become adults with learning disabilities, but all learners
as well.
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